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Tank 119 “Old Bill” outside Leicester’s Town Hall during a fund-raising week in January 1918.
The origins of the Tank is featured within.
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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN
Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of The Tiger. I trust you all enjoyed a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
One hundred years ago, as the fifth calendar year of the Great War began, the ideals that had
originally propelled the belligerent Empires of Europe into warfare had long been replaced with
the solitary aim of achieving victory whatever the cost. In Great Britain, the optimism that had
greeted the initial advance at Cambrai was proved misplaced and the deadlock on the Western
Front appeared as intractable as ever. The withdrawal of Russia from the War following the
Bolshevik assumption of power had allowed the German Army to transfer its Armies in the East,
some fifty Divisions in total, to the Western battlefields, where they now held numerical superiority.
This advantage would, however, be short-lived once the forces of the United States of America,
already on French soil, were fully trained and finally deployed.
Conversely it was the President of that same nation, Woodrow
Wilson, who contemporaneously sought to negotiate a “just and
secure” peace agreement through the adoption of his “Fourteen
Points”. Wilson had been born in Virginia in 1856 and had grown
up in the South during and after the American Civil War. A devout
Presbyterian, he became a notable academic before embarking on a
career in politics. He worked hard for his success, spending endless
hours practicing and polishing his oratorical style, frequently at the
expense of his health.
In November 1912, Wilson was elected to the Presidency and his
early years in office were devoted to the passage of mildly radical
legislation. In August 1914, when war erupted in Europe, there was
no question that the United States would remain neutral, with no
one more determined to maintain this stance than President
Woodrow Wilson
Wilson. When it became increasingly obvious that the United States could not remain neutral
indefinitely, in April of 1917 Wilson asked Congress for a declaration of war stating, however, that
the country wanted “no conquest, no dominion and no indemnities”. She sought only to make the
world safe for democracy against the evil forces of German autocracy and not, he made clear,
against the German people.
His Fourteen Points, first presented to Congress on 8th January 1918, was his personal blueprint
for world peace and a more secure future. The first five called for open diplomacy, freedom of
the seas, the removal of economic barriers to trade, the reduction of national armaments and an
adjustment of colonial claims with questions of sovereignty being balanced against the best
interests of the local populations. The next eight considered the evacuation of all occupied
territories in Belgium, France (including Alsace & Lorraine) Russia, Romania, Serbia and
Montenegro. Also included were clauses concerning the readjustment of Italian frontiers,
autonomous development for the peoples of Austria-Hungary and non-Turkish nationalities
under Ottoman rule and the creation of an independent state of Poland. Finally Wilson called for
“a general association of nations to be formed under specific covenants for the purpose of
affording mutual guarantees of political independence and territorial integrity to great and small
states alike”.
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In January 1918, the Central Powers were in no mood to negotiate, with the exception of the
Austro-Hungarians, where Emperor Karl had opened unsuccessful peace negotiations (the socalled “Sixtus Affair”) the previous year. The young Emperor now faced an impossible quandary.
His wish to create an association of states under Habsburg rule could only be achieved in times
of peace. Wilson’s points, the apparent requisite for peace, would however see the creation of
separate independent states and the dissolution of the Empire itself. The War, therefore continued.
In an attempt to end the War victorious before the full weight of American participation was
pressed against them, the Germans launched a ferocious series of assaults on the Allied lines,
commencing on 21st March and continuing until the middle of July. This “Spring Offensive”
almost provided the breakthrough the Germans sought, but a crushing defeat at Hamel on 4th July
saw the tide finally turn in the Allies favour. Months of fierce fighting would follow before
Germany accepted defeat and when they finally sued for peace in November, the resulting
Armistice contained the policies outlined by President Wilson in his Fourteen Points.
Wilson travelled to Paris in 1919 to attend
the Peace Conference that concluded with
the signing of the Treaty of Versailles on
28th June 1919, the fifth anniversary of the
assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand
of Austro-Hungary, the catalyst ironically
that had begun the conflict. Alongside
British Prime Minister David Lloyd George
and French President George Clemenceau,
Wilson played a major role in the
proceedings and his health began to suffer.
David Lloyd George, French President George
For his conciliatory work, Wilson was
Clemenceau and Woodrow Wilson,
awarded the the Nobel Peace Prize for 1919
Paris, 1919.
but he then suffered a series of debilitating
strokes later in the year which rendered him an invalid. Furthermore, the U.S. Senate refused to
ratify the Treaty (making a separate peace with Germany as late as 1921) and the creation of the
new states of Europe led only to further conflicts amongst neighbouring states where certain
border areas were coveted by both parties. Even Wilson’s cherished “League of Nations” would
ultimately fail as it lacked a way of enforcing its decisions over increasingly belligerent members.
D.S.H.

EDITOR’S NOTE
Welcome to our first edition of 2018!
In keeping with other publications, a decision has been taken to adopt the practice of dating our
Newsletter for the full calendar month immediately following publication. Keen-eyed readers may
have already noted that this month’s Tiger has, therefore, been dated “January/February 1918” to
accommodate this change. The next edition, to be issued during week commencing 19th February,
will be titled “Issue 77 - March 2018”, and so on . . . Readers may also notice other slight changes
to the format of The Tiger which, hopefully, will meet with your approval.
V.E.J
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PARISH NOTICES

MANY CONGRATULATIONS

to our Hinckley County Town Representative, Greg Drozdz, on the
award of a British Empire Medal in the New Year’s Honours List
for services to Hinckley. A founding Director of the Hinckley &
District Museum, of which he is now the Vice Chairman, Greg has
played a major role in many Great War projects, including the
“Somewhere in No-Man’s-Land” Exhibition and the “Nobody Told
Us” website. He was also instrumental in the project to mark the
grave of Sharrad Holland Gilbert at St Catherine’s Church, Burbage,
in September 2017 which some of our members attended. Many
congratulations, Greg, on your well-deserved recognition.

FORTHCOMING BRANCH MEETINGS
The Elms Social & Service Club, Bushloe End,
WIGSTON, Leicestershire, LE18 2BA
7:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. (Approx.)
29th January 2018
Guest Speaker: Robert Elverstone

Farewell to the Horse

A retired Primary School teacher, Robert Elverstone is now a
full-time writer, a keen photographer, musician and songwriter.
His presentation tells the story of a youngster from Nuneaton
who served in the Machine Gun Corps during the Great War,
leaving behind the horses he had grown to love.

26th February 2018
Guest Speaker:
David
Humberston

26th March 2018
Guest Speaker:
Mel
Gould

Agents in
Petticoats:
Lady Spies of
the Great War

The Story
of the
Loughborough
Carillon
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OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY . . .
AT RISK WAR MEMORIALS
In conjunction with Leicester’s Heritage Open Days
the Memorials can be viewed on:
SATURDAY, 27th JANUARY 2018
11.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.

at
The Chancel,
Rear of All Saints Church,
Highcross Street, Leicester
Further information is available from Project Director,
Denis Kenyon, who can be contacted on
denis.kenyon@hotmail.co.uk
.

SUNDAY
28th JANUARY
2018
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VISCOUNT

“Fear not old equine soldier, your job is done”

by Valerie Jacques

After almost 22 years’ service in the British Army, The Home of Rest for Horses at Speen,
Buckinghamshire, recently welcomed a new retiree, Viscount, a 17hh Black Gelding Irish Sports
horse from the Household Cavalry Mounted Regiment. He’d completed his military training aged
just five, passing out as a Military Working Horse in 1997 and served with distinction in all aspects
of service, from Ceremonial Parades to training new recruits. His calm demeanour saw him rotate
around different posts throughout his service and in his last four ceremonial sessions he carried
musicians from The Band of the Household Cavalry; a duty notable for requiring calm and
consistent horses that can be ridden with limited instruction as the musicians largely give direction
using only their legs. During his prominent career, he carried senior officers, royalty and also
bandsman Lance Corporal Richard Jones, winner of Britain’s Got Talent in 2016, who rode
Viscount in Her Majesty The Queen’s 90th Birthday Parade that same year.
Following his final duties, Viscount (right) first
went to the Defence Animal Centre, in Melton
Mowbray, before retiring to his new home at
The Horse Trust and has taken the mantle of
“Longest serving Military Horse” from Remus
who retired there in 2012. His story reminded
me of all of the millions of horses, mules and
donkeys, indeed all animals who, through no
choice of their own, were sacrificed in the
service of their country during the 1914-18
conflict and led me to research a little further
into the history of The Horse Trust . . .
I discovered that it is the oldest horse charity in the world and has specialised in providing
retirement and respite for working horses and ponies for over 130 years. In 1877 Anna Sewell
published her novel Black Beauty and, some years later, a Miss Ann Lindo from north London read
the novel and was inspired to provide a place where the sick and exhausted horses of the capital
could rest and recover. Thus, on 10th May 1886, The Home of Rest for Horses was founded which
not only gave sanctuary to overworked horses but also supported the working poor of the 19 th
Century with the provision of a fresh horse to continue with their labours. Equine Army veterans
from the Boer campaigns were also provided with respite and a peaceful retirement.
In 1914 patrons of The Trust, which included Her Majesty Queen Alexandra, made an inspired
gift to the Army Veterinary Service by providing a motorised horse ambulance to help transport
wounded horses from the battlefields for treatment. In just two years the ambulance had travelled
13,000 miles and carried in excess of 1,000 horses to veterinary hospitals where they could be
treated. The War Office commissioned more vehicles and, by 1918, fourteen were in operation on
the Western Front and over 2 million horses successfully treated and returned to duty. After the
war, The Trust provided a dignified retirement for those lucky enough to find themselves back on
familiar soil. Many of course, were not . . .
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The Motorised Horse-Ambulance used by No 2 Veterinary Hospital, Le Havre
One of their first war veterans was San Toy, who remained at the Home of Rest for Horses until
his death in 1923, aged 28. It was said that San Toy never missed a single day’s duty having served
in, and survived, both the Second Boer War and the Great War. Roger was another Great War
veteran who found sanctuary at the Home of Rest. He’d been a German Officer’s charger and was

San Toy

Roger

found wandering riderless during the Battle of the Somme by a British Officer who “captured”
him. Roger went on to serve with that officer for the final two years of the war before being
brought back to Britain. The officer paid for him to remain at the Home of Rest for Horses for
the rest of his life. He died in 1934. Possibly The Trust’s most famous residents, however, were
the victims of the 1982 Hyde Park bombing, Sefton, Echo and Yeti, all of whom have since passed
away but still live on in the hearts of many. May we spare a moment to consider the fearsome toll
of all who served, particularly those in the atrocious and perilous conditions of the Great War.

For more information visit www.horsetrust.org.uk or phone 01494 488464
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SIR OSWALD STOLL AND THE WAR SEAL FOUNDATION
by Lynn Roffee
On a recent trip to London I found myself outside 446 Fulham Road, SW6 1DT. It’s the address
of the War Seal Mansions (WSM) which is located next to the Chelsea Football ground. On the
walled gate entrance the names of several battles have been engraved: - Mons, Marne, Aisne, Ypres,
Festubert, Somme, Ancre, Arras, Messines, Cambrai, Queant, Le Cateau. Overhead the entrance
gate reads “AN EMPIRES TRIBUTE TO THE VALIANT”. Curious to learn more, I went
through the gates and found the name “Sir Oswald Stoll Foundation” on a façade on the large
multi-floored building. The large plaque on the side of the building shows the names of

446 Fulham Road, Sir Oswald Stoll Foundation Main Building

Sir Oswald Stoll

individuals and organisations who raised funds for the War Seal Foundation or who helped other
ways. I was even more curious when I saw amongst the names “PEOPLE OF LEICESTER (PER
LEICESTER PALACE THEATRE AND MANAGER TRUEMAN TOWERS)” engraved on
the plaque.
Oswald Gray was born in Melbourne, Australia in 1866. After his father died he moved with his
mother to England. When his mother remarried, Oswald took his stepfathers surname – Stoll.
Oswald’s interest in economics at an early stage was to become a major feature and motivator in
his life. At the age of fourteen Oswald managed the Old Parthenon Music Hall in Liverpool, and
later a regional theatre company on behalf of his mother, who was an actress. That was how he
came into the entertainment world which would see him rise to being the Chairman and Managing
Director of the Coliseum Syndicate Ltd. He joined partners with Moss and Thornton to create
Moss Empires in 1900. Nearly every large town in Great Britain had a theatre managed by Stoll.
The Palace Theatre of Varieties, Belgrave Gate, Leicester, as it was named in 1901, was built on
the site of the former Floral Hall, for Oswald. He was instrumental in presenting the Royal Variety
Performance, which is now an annual charity show which benefits the Entertainment Artistes’
Benevolent Fund. The theatre business made him a wealthy man. Later Oswald moved into film
and Stoll Picture Productions was founded in 1918.
Through his various contacts and his standing in the community Oswald set about creating, in
1915, the War Seal Foundation. He was both Founder and the President and an active member of
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the Council. He was in the forefront of the debate of how to best support the returning disabled
ex-service men. The Foundation’s objective was to primarily erect, equip and maintain selfcontained residential flats specially designed accommodation, a place to call home, and provide
vital support, for disabled and injured ex-servicemen, and their families, who had served their
country during the Great War. The accommodation was designed to meet the needs of men on a
daily basis. After their discharge, men would move into the flats with their families. It also enabled
treatment to be provided onsite. This included “sulphur bask, faradism, galvanism” and massage. There
was also a provision for meals, heat and lighting. This meant that men would be able to live on
their pensions with their families.

Main entrance Gate to 446 Fulham Road,
showing the engraved names of battles

Part of the Wall Plaque naming sponsors of the foundation,
including the “People of Leicester”

The regular housing provision provided by the government and the pension, did not meet all the
men’s needs. Interestingly however, there was a question raised as to whether a disabled soldier
could afford the 6s. 6d weekly rent at the WSM. A single man received a pension of 27s 6d a week
and a man, with a wife and two children, received 36s 7d. There was of course a political side to
all this – Oswald hoped that the first block of flats built would provide a lesson to the Government.
He hoped that the Government would allocate a proportion of the funds from the Pensions
Department or another Department to establish cooperative stores for the tenants. Oswald’s
rationale was that the men would spend their pensions on their actual needs rather than the money
going to someone else in the form of a profit or interest.
The first block of the WSM was built in Fulham Road, and housed 72 flats. Each flat was selfcontained with ample cupboard space and divided up to give maximum light and air. The design
of the flats and building was given considerable thought. The doors were wide, the lobbies and
passages spacious with good access to lifts and were designed to meet the varied needs of the
disabled men. A two bedroom flat was approximately 702 sq. ft. (or 65.22 sq. m). The land for this
site was acquired in 1916, valued at £30,000*, and was donated as a personal gift by Oswald. He
also bore all the costs of the administration and necessary propaganda and gave the freehold of
the site now occupied by the WSM, Fulham.
To ensure the necessary funding to build the flats Oswald, and his friends, invited the public to
purchase and affix to every letter a War Seal. The War Seal cost half a penny and has been described
as “something like a wafer”. It was like the normal postage stamp, similar in size and made of
paper and used on letters. It was diamond shaped, with a red seal on a khaki background. Oswald
provided a supply of many millions of these seals. Over 3,377,800,000 letters, as apart from parcels
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and postcards, passed through the Post Office in the year up to September 1915 though not all
bore a War Seal. The number of War Seals sold made a significant amount of money towards the
£7,000.000, a figure that was estimated needed to provide for 17,000 tenants. Many traders helped
by purchasing as well as selling War Seals.
Funding was also raised by various types of
public entertainment in Britain and
throughout the Empire. Theatrical and
Music Hall artistes all over the country
organised matinees and other types of
entertainment on behalf of the Foundation.
Oswald sought and obtained permission
from Lord Kitchener for the appearance of
a number of prominent actors who were at
the front or on home service to appear in
Coliseum war concerts. Fund raising carried
on for a period of time after the declaration
of peace. It was intended to erect similar
buildings or build colonies of bungalows in
other parts of the country. The cost of each
flat was around £690.

Unused halfpenny War Seals similar in size
to postage stamps

During the War, Oswald was in dispute with the orchestras at seven of his London houses, the
Coliseum, the Middlesex, The London Opera House, Shepherds Bush, Chiswick, Hackney and
Wood Green Empire. The dispute was over pay and resulted in 180 male instrumentalists resigning.
They were replaced by women instrumentalists who were paid the same rate as men and were
given permanent jobs. Arguably, a bold move at that time by Oswald when equal pay was not the
norm. He was unhappy with what he felt was “gross misrepresentation” by the men and their
unions – it was said that he paid less than other managers. In fact Oswald paid a war bonus and
allowed half salaries to dependants of soldiers at the front. He had offered to refer the matter to
the Chief Industrial Commissioner and to abide by his decision.
Sir Oswald Stoll was knighted at Buckingham Palace, by King George V in 1919, for rendering
valuable services to many in society. At a celebratory dinner, held at The Savoy in honour of his
knighthood, Sir Oswald was quoted as saying “I am no orator ... my style is often so difficult that I can
hardly climb over it myself. If I should show any signals of distress, therefore, I hope it may be remembered that I
am the only S.O.S of recent “Honours” list. …There was, and is, a shortage of houses, because well-intentioned
philanthropists as in the case of the Guinness and other Trusts restricted the return on housing investments to 3
per cent. which drove away all investors who wanted more. The shortage was increased by more or less ingenuous
municipalities, which built against even 3 per cent investors and drove most of these out of the market, and then
stopped building themselves. But apart from injuring the industry these bodies standardised too much.
Standardisation is not always sound. You can standardise all hats to fit the same head, but you cannot standardise
all heads to the same hat. Able bodied men and disabled men, with families, both require housing, but very different
housing. That is where the War Seal Foundation makes a bridge. It furnishes the kind of housing a disabled man
most needs when he leaves the hospital. It foresees his daily disability and gathers his family around him. It makes
his pension mean for him happiness or at least contentment in a real home, with necessary treatment at his own door
instead, perhaps of neglect in a slum or misery in an institution. ….If the property has to earn interest on the cost
it would be too expensive for the very men who most need it. They would have to pay nearly four times the present
rental. The cost is not invested but is absolutely sunk”
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In 1937 it was decided to rename the War Seal Foundation as “Sir Oswald Stoll Foundation”. This
was in part to honour the founder and also to remove what was considered the distasteful word
“War” from the title. Sir Oswald died in 1942 after a short illness. The Stoll Foundation continues
to house and support disabled veterans to live as independently as possible. Today, Stoll provides
over 250 affordable homes for vulnerable veterans to rent. An Outreach Service team is available
for Service Leavers and Veterans in London. It includes those who are wounded, injured or sick

Queen Mary & the Princess Royal visiting the WSM,
5th June 1919

The grave of Sir Oswald Stoll, Putney
Cemetery

and addresses specific individual needs. The team also provides advice and works with those who
have drug, alcohol and gambling addictions as well as mental health problems. There is a skills
development programme which includes CV writing and IT classes to help and support people
wanting to return to work and build upon their skills. Support is also given to helping Veterans
become completely independent and a comprehensive range of activities and social events is
provided to support their well-being.
In addition to WSM, Fulham there are three other sites that provide accommodation: Chiswick
War Memorial Homes, Countess of Wessex House, and Banstead Court. Work has also started on
building 34 new homes for veterans at Aldershot, an area that has a high housing need for veterans.
Sir Oswald Stoll’s legacy has continued to provide assistance to Veterans for over 100 years. Not
only was Sir Oswald a philanthropist, he was also a shrewd business man, and a patriot. A man
who cared for those that served their Country and Empire.
*The inflation calculator shows that today the value would be £1,452,000. However, this doesn’t reflect the current
market rate for land in London. Therefore the figure is likely to be significantly higher.

CHAIRMAN’S NOTE:
The granting of permission to Chelsea Football Club to enlarge their stadium over the next few
years will almost certainly result in the demolition of 446 Fulham Road, although the sale of the
property will allow the Oswald Stoll Foundation to build more modern accommodation on an
alternative site. The stoic objections of one inhabitant may yet, however, be significant, although
his application for an injunction to prevent the Stadium extension was declined earlier this month.
D.S.H.
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CENTENARY CALENDAR
FEBRUARY 1918
1st - Austria-Hungary: Austro-Hungarian sailors
stage a mutiny at Cattaro, the navy’s chief base
on the Dalmatian coast.
2nd – Russia: A new ruling officially separates
Orthodox Church from the state. Religious
persecution ensues. Church property will be
pillaged and churches destroyed.
4th – Palestine: British government makes
declaration to King of the Hejaz reaffirming
their pledges regarding freeing of the Arab
peoples.
5th - Irish Sea: SS Tuscania, becomes first
troopship carrying US soldiers to be torpedoed
by a German U-boat. Her cargo also consisted
of lumber for bridges, barracks, defensive
fortifications etc., as well as coffins, when she
was targeted by UB-77 between Islay and Rathlin
Island. Of the 2397 men aboard, 210 were lost.
6th – Britain: Conservative politician George
Cave, 1st Viscount Cave, introduces The
Representation of the People Act 1918 thereby
extending eligibility to vote franchise by 5.6
million men and 8.4 million women; Romania:
German government sends ultimatum
demanding peace negotiations within four days.
Romanian premier Ionel Brătianu resigns and
new Cabinet formed next day.
10th – Russia: Trotsky announces that war
between Russia and Germany is ended but that
Russia will not sign a formal treaty.
11th - Russia - Bolsheviks gain upper hand
against Cossacks. Cossack leader Aleksey
Maksimovich Kaledin commits suicide and is
succeeded by Pyotr Nikolayevich Krasnov;
USA: President Wilson addresses Congress
adding four more to the "Fourteen Points".
13th – Russia: Calendar switches from Julian to
Gregorian.
15th - English Channel: Shortly after 1 a.m.,
during an exceptionally high tide, four German
destroyers raid the Straits of Dover and attack a
fleet of lightly armed drifters causing many
deaths and much carnage. It will become known

as “The Massacre of the Dover Patrol Drifters”.
Germany reported no losses or damage and all
vessels safely returned to port.
16th – Lithuania: Independence from Russia
declared despite being under German
occupation.
17th – Persia: General Dunsterville's Mission
reaches Enzeli, a port on the Caspian Sea.
18th – Britain: - General Sir William Robertson
resigns as Chief of the Imperial General Staff. He
is replaced next day by General Sir Henry
Wilson; Germany/Russia: German delegates
who have been discussing the terms of a peace
treaty with Bolsheviks at Brest-Litovsk, since
their armistice agreement of Dec 1917,
recommence hostilities, sending troops further
eastward into Ukraine and towards Russian
capital, Petrograd. Germany increasingly
exasperated by Bolsheviks’ delaying tactics as are
eager to free their troops on Eastern Front for
service on Western Front.
21st – Palestine: British Empire forces capture
Jericho.
24th – Estonia: Independence from Russia
declared; Armenia: Following October 1917
revolution in Russia, and taking advantage of
collapse of Russian Army, Turkish forces
reoccupy parts of Armenia lost to Russians. They
are most intent on securing Russian oilproducing facilities at Baku on Caspian Sea.
25th – Romania: Peace negotiations begin in
Bucharest.
26th - Bristol Channel: HMHS Glenart Castle sunk
by German submarine UC-56 despite being
clearly lit as a hospital ship. 162 people lost their
lives, including the Captain, eight nurses of the
QAIMNS, seven RAMC medical officers and 47
medical orderlies. Of the hospital patients being
treated on board, a total of 99 died. There were
38 survivors.
28th – Russia: Military operations cease on
Eastern Front as Bolshevik Russians resume
negotiations.
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A NEW MEMORIAL BOARD
AT MARKET HARBOROUGH
by Angela Hall
A new memorial has been hung in the Catholic Church of Our Lady of Victories in Market
Harborough.
Nine men, killed during World War One, were parishioners at Our Lady of Victories. They were
Bernard Carroll, Frank Wilson, William Smith, Arthur Fox, George Waters, James Moran and
George Buswell, who all served with the Leicestershire Regiment; Harry Kirkham who served with
the Oxford and Bucks Light Infantry and George Wilson who served with the Durham Light
Infantry. A plaque commemorating the lives of these men already hangs in the Church.
However to mark the centenary of the First
World War, as a mark of remembrance, and
for future generations to remember, a new
memorial plaque recording the names of
these men who gave their lives has been
designed by myself and another parishioner,
Bernard Bowen. Also included on the plaque
are details of the dates these men died, their
final resting places, or, where they have no
known grave, details of the memorial on
which their name appears. The regimental
badges are also illustrated.
Also included are representations of a poppy
and the white Cross of Sacrifice used in all
Commonwealth War Graves Commission
cemeteries. Funding was made available by
our parish priest, Fr Owen O’Neill. The
plaque is mounted on the wall adjacent to the
Sacred Heart altar, which was originally
designed in the 1920s as an area to
commemorate these men. This is a very
fitting way of remembering these men who
gave their lives and sacrificed so much.
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IF NOT A “WONDER WEAPON”,
AT LEAST A PROPAGANDA COUP
by Roy-Anthony Birch
That one of the First World War’s greatest hopes for a decisive breakthrough succumbed to initial
failure ought not to surprise us. After all, many a promising prototype of many an invention has
proved disappointing in practice, while many a blueprint has ended in tatters on the drawing-office
floor. What is perhaps surprising, given the British establishment’s traditional reluctance to
countenance technological advances, was their long-term commitment to the ultimately successful
“mysterious monsters”, as many saw them, which made their debut in the wartime theatre in
September 1916.
I allude, of course, to what were also referred to officially, for security reasons, as “water carriers”
or “water tanks”; the practical realisation of H.G. Wells’ “invincible ironclads” of 1903, born of the
deliberations of the Landships Committee. The Committee had been formed in February 1915
under the direction of the then First Lord of The Admiralty, Winston Churchill; its brief being to
sponsor the development and production of land-based vehicles able to literally override enemy
positions. In short, capable of releasing the fetters of the current impasse. Many and varied were
the concepts considered for “bridging” the trenches; sometimes verging on the truly bizarre. One
such was a machine with what were dubbed “elephant’s feet”: pivotable stilts of telegraph-pole
dimensions, the theory being that the feet would be engaged in the approach to a trench, allowing
the machine to vault over the gap and the “stilts” to be retrieved mechanically in its wake. Opinion
was initially divided over the merits of purely wheeled and “assisted” tracking, with experiments
in chain, cable, and rail orientated traction being staged by turns, prior to the acceptance of the
wheel and caterpillar combination we recognise today.

LEFT: Colonel Sir Ernest Swinton
ABOVE: “No 1 Lincoln”
Not that the concept of caterpillar traction was new, even in 1915. Quite the same system had
been applied to Captain Scott’s motorised sledges for his 1910 Antarctic Expedition, while in
California, caterpillars had been fitted to tractors produced by The Holt Manufacturing Company
for several years before the War. (In 1911, “Caterpillar” was registered as Holt’s trademark, with
the firm later becoming The Caterpillar Tractor Co.). Back in Britain, Colonel (later Sir) Ernest
Swinton is usually given the greater share of the credit for successfully championing the caterpillar
principal. His submissions to the Landships Committee in mid-summer 1915, with backing from
C-in-C Sir John French, were key to the Admiralty’s earmarking £70,000 for the production and
trials of the earliest prototypes, the first of which, officially designated “No. 1 Lincoln” and
nicknamed “Little Willie”, appeared in September 1915.
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The machine was produced by William Foster & Co., agricultural machinery specialists, of Lincoln,
under the guidance of the firm’s Managing Director (Sir) William Tritton and his associate engineer
and work’s supervisor, Lieutenant Walter Wilson R.N.R. As might have been anticipated, the “No.
1” failed to surmount all but the gentlest inclines. Neither was it able to bridge any but the most
modest trench. Mostly, having nosed-dived to the bottom, it simply stuck! But time spent in
experiment, as in reconnaissance, is seldom wasted. The shortcomings of “No. 1” were
immediately apparent to Tritton and Wilson, who retired to their rooms in Lincoln’s White Hart
Hotel to reassess the problem. Clearly, vehicles resembling conventional boxes on low-level
caterpillars would be unable to master the precipitous angles of deeply-dug trenches and heavily
pitted terrain. Wilson saw that the remedy lay in machines with an extended hull and lozengeshaped or rhomboid profiles - pre-set, in effect, to tackle such angles, with caterpillars wheeled (or
“rolled”) around the entire circumference of the flanks and gun emplacements now set lower
within the body of the tank to avoid top-heaviness.
Mock-ups of “Mother” or “Big Willie”, as this new model became known, were produced in late
September and a fully working prototype was demonstrated - guns and all, in January 1916, within
a mile of Lincoln Cathedral. Intensive trials were held on a specially simulated battlefield on the
periphery of Lord Salisbury’s private golf course at Hatfield, Herts. All present, except Lord
Kitchener, were reportedly impressed, although even he subsequently warmed to the project.

“Mother”, “Big Willie” or “Mark I” Tank

Sir William Tritton

Lt. Walter Wilson

Minister of Munitions, David Lloyd George, and Arthur Balfour - Churchill’s replacement as the
Admiralty’s First Lord, were instantly enthused, and a War Office order for 100 tanks was placed
in February. Seventy-five would be built by The Metropolitan Company in Birmingham, with
Fosters of Lincoln supplying the rest, at a provisionally agreed cost of £5,000 per unit. What was
needed now, was the men!
By March 1916, the HQ of what was to become The Heavy Section, The Machine Gun Corps was
established at Bisley, Surrey, under Colonel Swinton’s command. Earlier in the year, the War
Office had decreed that 75 officers and 750 N.C.O.s and men should be recruited for what was
first called The Motor Machine Gun Corps, in the hope of concealing its true purpose. Most of
the men were drawn from the Midlands and the north of England, with preference given to any
with mechanical engineering backgrounds or “hands on” experience of farm tractors and motor
vehicles etc. Before long, the Section had outgrown its accommodation at Bisley and “The
Heavies” were transferred to a specifically requisitioned site at Elveden in Suffolk where training
continued apace in deep isolation and ultra-tight security.
The initial consignment of 100 tanks, now known as “The Mark 1”, was divided equally between
four of six projected Heavy Section M.G.C. companies. Each of these companies - A to D, was
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sub-divided into four sections, each of which had three “male” and three “female” tanks: i.e. six
tanks per section and 24 per company: 96 in total, with one spare per company. Again, Colonel
Swinton is credited with applying the terms “male” and “female” to the tanks; their obvious
anatomical connotation denoting the difference in armaments between each type. Mark 1 “males”
were equipped with 2 Hotchkiss 6 pounders (57 mm.) and four machine-guns, while “females”
had 5 machine-guns only. Four of each tank’s standard crew of eight were usually gunners, who
fired through sponsons (naval terminology for something akin to a bay window, giving more of
an “all round” view), on either side of the craft.
It was not until August 1916 that the first of
these pioneering tank companies arrived in
France; later than Sir Douglas Haig had hoped,
but he was resolved that they should show their
mettle in the coming autumn offensive. Tank’s
first ever forays into battle - those by “C” & “D”
Coys. against the villages of Fleur and
Courcelette etc. on The Somme, are mainly, now,
a matter of historical interest and generally
regarded as of little or even negligible value,
militarily. Even so, we ought not to overlook the
The Tank in action!
engagements of 15th September 1916 vis-à-vis
their value as a testing ground both for men and machines and, above all perhaps, as a guide to
future tactical deployment.
I shall say more on that next time. Until then, I offer a first-hand account of tank warfare from a
former pupil of Leicester’s Wyggeston Boy’s Grammar School who was eminently qualified to
serve aboard “invincible ironclads”, having worked for Fosters of Lincoln before the War. Although
no dates or specific locations are given - simply “northern France”, references to Lewis guns and to
a speed well above the Mark 1’s 3 m.p.h. limit persuade me that he probably served in a Mark
2 “female” during the Battle of Arras in April 1917, when some 60 tanks were used. In his
“Adventures in a Tank” from The Wyggestonian school magazine of June 1917, the unnamed writer
recalls an attack on an exceptionally obstinate machine-gun emplacement: Starting at 5 a.m., we lumbered along at about five miles an hour. As we neared the German
lines we were met by a hail of machine-gun and rifle bullets which merely rattled against our
armour like gravel thrown on a corrugated iron roof, then dropped to the ground, flattened
out. One of our gunners, in jovial mood, advised the Germans to invest in pea-shooters, since
they would be quite as effective but less costly. Suddenly, our tank lurched sideways, worse
than she had ever done before. We thought the Germans had scored that time, but our Captain,
Lieutenant Carruthers, an Oxford blue, shouted “All serene, boys; she’s only having a bathe
in a Johnson hole”; (alluding to Jack Johnson 1878-1946; world heavyweight boxing champion
whose name was given by our troops to a heavy German artillery shell).

So it proved, and we were soon climbing upwards again. But somehow, either the slope was
too steep or the caterpillar wheels were clogged. For after advancing a few feet, we gradually
slid back into the hole. A sergeant of the *****shires, whom we were supporting, told us to get
out and push. We were beginning to think we should have to follow his advice when suddenly,
the wheels gripped and we slowly crawled “over the top”. And not a second too soon; for almost
immediately a shell dropped behind us, scattering water and mud all over our back.
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It was now our turn to commence operations, so we opened fire with our quick-firers and two
Lewis guns. Before we reached the German trench, that troublesome machine-gun
emplacement was wiped out, while we, as yet, had not received so much as a scratch. Our tank
rocked and plunged about like a bull-nosed tramp in a heavy sea, as we crossed the
trench. When we were far enough over for our side-guns to rake the trench, I shut off the
engine. As she came to rest, the Captain, revolver in hand, unfastened the door and dropped
out, followed by two bombers. On the right was an entrance to a dug-out into which, after
vainly calling on the occupants to surrender, the officer fired. Immediately there was a great
scuffling down below, and several German officers and men came tumbling up. They were too
surprised at the sight of our “Devil’s Chariot” as they called it, to offer any resistance, and
passively allowed themselves to be sent to the rear under escort.
But their astonishment was as nothing compared to that which a Bavarian colonel displayed
later in the morning. We were attacking a very strong and elaborate fortification, partly
consisting of a ruined chateau and including an outhouse of some kind which remained
untouched. Straight at this we charged. When within a yard of it, our tank seemed to pause,
then on it went, slowly pushing at the wall. As we had ceased firing, the Germans no doubt
thought we were disabled. Out they dashed and surrounded us, some of them even trying to
climb on top and to stab us with their bayonets through the loop-holes. But our machine guns
got to work again and simply mowed them down. Those that could, fled helter-skelter.
All this time, the wall had been swaying. Then suddenly, and with a mighty crash, it fell;
pieces of masonry thudding onto our roof. On the other side was a Bavarian colonel who stared
at us in sheer amazement, unable to move a limb. Ordering me to stop, our Captain jumped
to the ground; seized the Bavarian, and attempted to push him into our tank. But the trapdoor was meant for slimmer persons than he, and consequently, he stuck! After a minute’s
hard work trying to make him enter, it was reluctantly decided to leave him to the tender
mercies of the infantry.
On we went until we came to the enemy’s second line. Here, the barbed-wire entanglements
formed an almost unsurpassable obstacle to the infantry; but not to us! We turned and
proceeded parallel to the trench, crushing the wire before crossing the trench and returning
down the other side, firing at Germans. We were congratulating ourselves on our good luck
when suddenly, the nose of our “beetle” tilted downwards and we plunged headlong. We had
no time to think before we were brought up with a jerk which threw us all onto the floor and
tore two of the guns from their fittings. Happily, although all were dazed and bruised, no-one
was seriously hurt. Outside it was pitch black, but Lieutenant Carruthers, opening the hood,
peered out to see nothing but the open sky above. He climbed out and we all followed. While
we were so engaged, a head appeared over the edge of the crater created by our fall: “Surrender”,
the owner cried, mistaking us for Boches, but we soon undeceived him. While he was fetching
help, we removed everything worth taking from the tank. Soon, several mechanics appeared
with coils of rope, and since it was impossible for us to use the tank, we were sent to the rear
for a well-earned rest.
TO BE CONTINUED.
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